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sylvie vartan's biggest hit was "hushabye, sweet lady" which was a number one hit in france in 1961. the singer's
first english-language hit was the number one "hushabye, sweet lady" in the uk in the autumn of 1961, following a
successful performance at the royal command performance for the queen. sylvie vartan has recorded more than
50 albums and 50 singles, and is the most successful female artist in france. sylvie vartan's first english-language
hit was "hushabye, sweet lady" in the uk in the autumn of 1961. sylvie vartan has recorded more than 50 albums
and 50 singles, and is the most successful female artist in france. sylvie vartan was born in sofia, bulgaria in 1944.

she moved to france at a very young age, and has sung in french, english, and several other languages. vartan
began as a singer, then moved on to movies and a string of hits including 'nous irons au paradis' and 'parce-que tu

es si gentille.' she recorded under the decca label. after vartan her songs, was co-written with her friend and
manager alain goraguer. although goraguer is credited as composer for 'nous irons au paradis,' he actually penned

the lyrics for the song. her most famous songs include 'hélène' and 'merci pour le regard.' in the early 1960s,
sylvie was chosen as the face of the perfume ambre nuit by the french company darcy international. she continued
in the business, producing and acting in movies like 'mon pays ne me connait pas.' paris match reported that she

had a gorgeous figure and an amazing pair of legs. she broke through into show business at the same time as
francoise hardy. both became celebrated stars, and sylvie vartan made an exclusive alliance with alain goraguer,
her manager. goraguer and vartan had been childhood friends and had shared their first love in the early 1950s,
before vartan went on to star in 'le p'tit robert.' the two were soon a couple, and goraguer began managing her

career. their partnership would last for the rest of her life.
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being passionate about the arts is only part of what makes the weisbadens unique. the other part,
and perhaps more important, is their extreme sense of humor, one of the reasons theyve always

been so successful. performing together since they were kids in san francisco, the weisbadens were
friends with several musical stars of the 1960s, including frank zappa and the late johnny rivers, who
introduced them to their future manager, jon peters. one of the highlights of the group’s career was

the 1975 quadruple grammy award-winning album the first time, which was produced by jon and
was recorded at the legendary hallowed ahmet erteguns t-bird studios in englewood, co. the album
was an unqualified success. its title track spent seven weeks at the top of the billboard hot 100, and
a version of the follow-up single, the soulful ballad sad & lonely man, was a top-ten hit. in 1986, the
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first time was inducted into the rock and roll hall of fame. in 2007, the first time won a grammy for
best pop vocal performance and best pop instrumental performance. other awards include one for
best contemporary folk vocal performance for sweet surrender and three for best pop instrumental
performance for hey now. it wasnt a case of suddenly it happened, says vartan, who says she could
trace the beginning of her music career to the advice of a childhood friend. the friend told her one
day that she could be a great singer and that she should try to get a job singing. she asked me to

accompany her to audition in the railroad station. i did a good job and she hired me. she became my
mother and, one day, i started to sing her favorite songs from the jose greco trio. 5ec8ef588b
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